
Instructions for preparing 
presentations and writing papers

• http://coin.wne.uw.edu.pl/mbrzezinski/teaching/HEeng/instructions.pdf

• Making a presentation

• Writing a course paper

http://coin.wne.uw.edu.pl/mbrzezinski/teaching/HEeng/instructions.pdf


Presentations

• Read a text and understand it 

• Build a scheme around lines of reasonings in the 
text

• The presentation should be based on the scheme
+ one slide of introduction (e.g. biography) and 
some conclusions

• Next time, I will show an example of a 
presentation (Aristotle’s text on course webpage)



Presentations, cont.

• A good presentation points out the main theses of the 
presented text

• One, at most a few of theses (chains of reasoning 
leading from premises to conclusions)

• Structure (introduction, main part, conclusions)
• Linear talk vs. onion talk
• Linear one follows closely the line of reasoning found in 

the text presented
• Onion talk starts with the main message and 

successively adds layers around it – always returning to 
the main message



Technology

• We use Power Point rather, because of the 
compatibility reasons

• The presentation file should be saved in PP 97-
2003 format or as a pdf file

• One USB flash drive is not enough

• Or you can bring your own laptop



Presentation – projecting slides

• An approximate rule of thumb: 6×6 (6 lines 
with 6 words)

• Short sentences (more can be added by a 
speaker)

• 10-15 slides maximum

• 20-30 minutes (ca 2 minutes per slide)

• Size of the text (titles about 40 points, text 
about 30 points)



Presenting your work

• Speak slowly and clearly

• Skip less important things and go right to the 
core

• Do not read your presentation! 

• (Not from monitor, not from the wall, not 
from your notes)

• Practice to be able to speak from your mind



Presentations, cont.

• Ask the audience some questions (definitons?, 
quizzes?) to keep the audience attention and 
understanding

• Some jokes or a funny picture is permitted, but not too 
much

• Limit the number of digressions
• Too much animation and slide transition effects should 

be avoided
• Do not apologize too much if something goes wrong

• Practice, practice, practice!



Presentations, cont.

• You can consult the form and content of your
presentation with me (to set up a meeting email 
me at mbrzezinski@wne.uw.edu.pl)

• You must send me your presentation in PP format 
or in pdf format minimum one day before the 
day of presentation:

mbrzezinski@wne.uw.edu.pl

mailto:mbrzezinski@wne.uw.edu.pl
mailto:mbrzezinski@wne.uw.edu.pl


Preparing the course paper

• A 6-11 pages long written essay on a chosen 
economic topic

• It may be based on the course reading you are 
presenting

• But, it does not have to – you may choose the 
topic yourself, but I have to accept your choice

• It may be about history of economic ideas, but 
not necessarily 

• I will help in choosing the topic if you cannot 
decide, but its the last-best solution



Outline of the course paper

• We will discuss your ideas about the paper in 
the two following classes

• You must also email me (before December
1st) the course paper outline consisting of 3 
elements:
– Title (short, but informative; attention-grabbing)

– Paper’s objective

– Proposed bibliography (at least 3 academic papers 
or books found through Google Scholar and /or 
Ideas)



An example of course paper outline
Clear and precise title 
a. What am I going to do? Study the 
impact
b. Of what? Privatization
c. On what? Economic development 
(or economic growth)
d. Where? China

References (>=3) are directly related to the thesis, up-to-
date, published in scientific economic journals, and 
presented with full bibliographical details. 

Objective clearly 
specifies that the 
author aims at using 
published economic 
articles to verify the 
thesis that 
privatization of state-
owned enterprises had 
a positive, causal (not 
only correlational) 
impact on the pace of 
economic growth in 
China.



Paper, cont.

• General requirements:
– First version must be sent to me before April 1st next year

– It has to be saved in text word format – odt, doc or docx

– Next, I will make comment on the papers and you will 
respond to them by revising the paper

– The deadline for submitting final version is May 31st next
year

– In the following months, we will have several meetings 
devoted to choosing topics, monitoring the progress in 
writing, etc.

– Minimal formal and substantial requirements:
http://coin.wne.uw.edu.pl/mbrzezinski/teaching/HEeng/formal_requirements.pdf

http://coin.wne.uw.edu.pl/mbrzezinski/teaching/HEeng/formal_requirements.pdf


How the paper should be written?
• Subject and objective: well-specified and clearly stated in 

the introduction
• Method:

– Historical reconstruction of history of ideas
• It must contain an identifiable attempt at reconstructing someone’s 

(e.g. Adam Smith’s) thought

– Rational reconstruction of history of ideas
• Contains perceptible attempt at your own assessment of someone’s 

thought. The assessment can be based, for example, on the present 
economic theory or on your own arguments (or a comparison with 
other theory).

– But it can also be:
• your critical review of literature on any given economic topic
• your exposition or evaluation of recent economic argument, 

controversy, debate, academic book review, etc.

• I will evaluate mainly the rationality of your argumentation



The subject of the paper
• Carefully chosen – not too wide, not too narrow
• Examples of bad choices:

– „The economic thought of Milton Friedman”
– „Pricing of forward options in modern finance theory”

• Better choices:
– „Adam Smith’s theory of economic growth”
– „Why Milton Friedman argued against government 

interventionism?”

• It would be best, if the topic is somehow related
to your interests

• The topic has to be related to economics, broadly
understood

• You should already start to think about your topic



Examples of previous student papers

• The economics of movies – a review of the literature

• Do economic sanctions against Russia work?

• History of banking in the US

• The impact of Euro 2012 on Polish economy

• How game theory changed economic science

• Superstar phenomenon in the NBA

• The causes of the recent financial crisis

• Veblen’s theory of the leisure class

• German economic miracle after the II World War

• Why Malthus’ population theory was wrong?

• Is growing inequality inevitable in capitalism?



Papers, cont.

• You will have to find at least 3 original academic texts 
(papers or books) on your topic and use them as a 
material for your paper (and include them in your
bibliography list)

• This does not include the course reading that you will 
present in the class – if the paper is related to the 
presentation

• Also, textbooks cannot be included
• And, non-academic, popular literature (such as 

newspaper or internet articles, popular books, etc.) can
only serve as additional material

• We will consult the appropriate literature



Where to look for your bibliography items?

1) IDEAS database: ideas.repec.org

2) Google Scholar



Papers, cont.
• Plagiarism – copying or paraphrasing other texts without 

giving an appropriate reference

• All passages, ideas, points, etc. taken from other texts 
have to be referenced, for example:
„Adam Smith argued that division of labour is associated positively to 
economic growth (Ferguson 2004, p. 122).”

„As suggested by Williamson (2010, pp. 22-23), Keynes held a view
that…”

• In case of doubt, please ask me how to cite appropriately

• You should start to look for the topic (and bibilography) 
for your paper now

• Remember about formatting guidelines:
• http://coin.wne.uw.edu.pl/mbrzezinski/teaching/HEeng/formal_requirements.pdf

http://coin.wne.uw.edu.pl/mbrzezinski/teaching/HEeng/formal_requirements.pdf

